
Friends of Brislington Brook: 
Minutes of June 2016 Meeting 

Date:  Weds 01/06/2016 at 7.00pm – Briz United Reform Church, Wick Rd.
Chairperson:  Julian Thomas.
Minutes:   Simon Cawley.

Monthly Agenda

 New agenda items submitted.
 Review actions from previous meeting.
 A.O.B. around the table.

Heath & Safety and Tool Training

08/01/14 Training essential for anyone running Events / Work Parties. Need to write a Risk Assessment to 
be covered by BCC's insurance. BCC need 10 attendees to hold a session. Certificate lasts 3 years.

Attended Training: 30/01/14 - TC, CD, SC. 14/08/15 – BG. 15/08/15 – EC.  
JT (through BCC employment). 
To Attend Training: AB / AC / AW / NG. - MH & MW (weekend only).
ACTION: Await notification of further dates.

1 Chairpersons Welcome.

JT – welcomed attendees to the meeting, and started proceedings at 7.15pm.

2 Introductions (quick round the table) and Apologies.

Attendees:     JT, MC, TC, SC, CD, AC, BG.
Apologies:      EC. Mike Langley.

3 Agree Minutes of Previous Meeting.

All – happy to sign off May minutes. 

4 Treasurer's Report: Accounts / Finance / Funding / Bills / Purchases

01/06/16
CD – Updated with finacial position as at May 2016:
- Tools Grant = £1500, less £220 room hire, less Lloyds CVD hire = £96.96 left.
- Pageant Grant = £1893 (£1393 + £500 BCP). So far £835.16 spent and budget for Pageant this year 
£750 = £308 left for events.
- Some small donations have come in this year.
ACTION: Treasurer reviews the accounts each month (any actions arising to become new separate items).
 

5 Management Plan.

04/09/13 Management Plan discussed at great length. Draft prepared.
05/01/14 MH – Sent Management Plan (MP) template to group.
07/05/14 BG – Provided initial copy of 'Scatter Diagram', BTO another source for reports. 
03/12/14 - MP Sub Comm meeting 10/11/14. MW compiled notes in a Framework Doc.. SAW & NV 
mapped and divided into areas, based on previous survey. 15/11/14 team did a walk-through of woods & 
BG compiled notes of changes & desired management actions for each area. 
05/01/15 BG – 2005 survey indicates areas for MP. Meeting with parks (Richard Fletcher). 
03/02/15 BG – Update of walk through 10/01/15. Some areas the work is relatively simple. We need to 
get an expert in again to repeat surveys and give professional advice.
04/03/15 BG – Has shown plans to Richard Fletcher. Looking to complete survey in own time. 
15/04/15 BG update – finished walk through, still to write up. All - Need BCC help if we get LNR status.
02/06/15 BG update – Notes ready to go to BCC. Will scan the maps. JT – Encouraged all to read through 
FoTH MP ( ht  tp://www.troopers-hill.org.uk/plan.htm ). 
06/07/15 SC - BPF have examples of MPs and MP templates, check their website. 
26/07/15 JT – cascaded post walk-through plans for the valley. 
08/09/15 - Group met with Tom Penn in NV to discuss Grounds Maintenance. Mostly concerning brambles 
& scrub clearance for Wildflower Meadow. 2Nd meeting with Tom Penn to be arranged for SAW.
04/11/15 JT – Handed copies of Troopers Hill MP to show what we're aiming for. Explained: how form 
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completed; site divided into compartments; we agree what we want to do in each area, and how we do it, 
with a Conservation Officer.; each activity costed with BCC The MP is a 5 year rolling plan to review, then 
plan ahead again. JT then handed round maps of NV & SAW. 
JT – has a meeting with Becky Belfin from BCC. She has offered to help work on and write up the MP. 
Becky is applying for a grant for management of Eastwood Farm, and hopes to do the same for SAW & NV. 
03/02/16 JT – no updates. Yet to have meeting with Becky Befin.
02/03/16 JT – no updates. Next MP Sub Comm meeting arranged for 14/03/16 at BG's
13/04/16 Cascade of MP Sub Comm meeting 14/03/16. Woods now divided into 7 zones (from original 
21). SAW - Finding what is in each area and deciding what we want in each. Next meeting do the same for 
NV, which has been arranged for 09/05/2016 7pm at BG's
04/05/16 Next MP Sub Comm Meeting 09/05/16. MC – Suggested walk through the woods, meet at Hill 
Lawn. CD – Thinking of going earlier to take photos. CD & MC agreed meeting at 5pm.

01/06/16
MC – Walk through of woods didn't happen due to weather conditions.
JT – Update from the MP Sub Comm: SAW now divided into sections in same way as NV was. Talked 
through the sections and handed round maps. Writing up features found in each section and what we'd 
like to do. Next we need to fill in the details and speak to parks about plans. Next meeting arranged.
ACTION: Review after next MP Sub Comm meeting arranged for 20/06/16.

6 Any Liaison With Other Groups

01/06/16
AC – Passed on that over at WCO Krysa has taken over as Chair from Andy. Encouraged both groups to 
stay in touch and continue to share events.
JT – Received email of thanks from Richard Fletcher at Bristol Parks, as a local resident, for the work FoBB 
and volunteers do.
- The Parks maintenance contract is at original spec. of cutting 1 metre either side of the footpath.
- News of the BCC Parks Dept 'Power Tools Training': this is a one day course and 2 dates have been 
announced so far 9.30am – 4pm on 20/06/16 & 21/06/16. 6 attendees each day. Those who would like to 
attend contact Tom Penn.
ACTION: None. Rolling item (any actions arising to become new separate items).

New Items To The Agenda

7 (any actions arising, transfer the item to the 'Outstanding Actions' section the following month)

7.1/  Measured Routes in Parks

CD – Spotted a link on the Bristol Walking Festival website to 'Measured Walks'. It would be good if we 
could have routes included there for NV & SAW, and would help promote the area.
MC – Mentioned that the Pageant route was too long for St. George Strollers.
JT – Explained the idea behind Measured Walks and that they are timed and on flat ground, and pointed 
out other areas on there already. Also that the path from the Kings Arms to the Well is 2.8km.
CD – Looking to find contact information to see about getting us included. 

7.2/  CVD – Santander 'Discovery Days'

JT – FoBB has received an approach from Santander for a potential Corporate Volunteer Day. There is a 
form to complete, to see if we have a project their volunteers are interested in. They can reimburse up to 
£250 to cover materials purchased. - These CVDs take a lot of organising and we have 7 arranged already.
All – Agreed that we don't have to capacity (time and manpower) to hold another day this year, and to 
reply to say we would retain details in case we have space in future years.

7.3/  Silt Clearance from Pond

SC – FoBB received a message to our facebook page, from member a of the public, asking we have plans 
to clear silt & sand that builds up, to encourage more wildlife.
- Suggested we add to our list of tasks. It has been mentioned by BG & EC in the past, and would fit in 
with water quality monitoring. Do we need expert advice and do we need to purchase any equipment?
TC – Said that the summer was probably the wrong time of year to clear the pond.
BG – Asked if the person was a wildlife expert, and could help advise us. We wouldn't want to disturb 
larvae / nymphs. It should be part of our Management Plan.
SC – To reply to member of public and get in touch with BART for advice.
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7.4/  September 4  th   – Keep the Date Free

TC – Has been speaking to Janice Smith from the Briz W.I. about their Garden Party at the Scout Hut 
Brookside Road / Holymead Road. Preliminary discussion at the moment. Two Bist We will be playing and 
they wondered if FoBB would like to have a stall there.

Regular Activities – Review / Plan / Update from last minutes

8 Wildlife Spotted – year 2015/16

04/11/15 – Local resident = Fox (cubs first spotted June 2015)
03/02/16 – TC = pair of Buzzards / Frog Spawn in NV pond.
13/02/16 – Otter Survey = Buzzard / Pheasant / Blackbirds / Robins / Great Tit / Chaffinch / Grey Wagtails /
Magpies / Long Tailed Tit … Riverfly Monitoring = 5 Cased Caddis Fly Larvae / approx 400 Freshwater 
Shrimp / 45 Olives (up-wing fly larvae).
02/03/16 – BG = Siskin / CD = Squirrel.
03/03/16 – BG = Kingfisher / Dipper / Grey Wagtail.
**/03/16 - Riverfly Monitoring = Cased Caddisfly Larvae: 6 / Olive (Baetidae): 70 / Stoneflies: 5 / 
Freshwater Shrimp (Gammarus): 500
02/04/16 – On the 'Early Morning Bird Song Walk', 26 species seen / heard songs or calls:
- Blackbird / Blackcap / Blue Tit / Chiff-Chaff / Collared Dove / Carrion Crow / Dunnock / Feral Pigeon / 
Goldfinch / Great Spotted Woodpecker / Great Tit / Green Woodpecker / Greenfinch / Heron / Herring Gull / 
House Sparrow / Jay / Kingfisher / Lesser Black Backed Gull / Magpie / Mallard / Mistle Thrush / Robin / 
Willow Warbler / Wood Pigeon / Wren.
- Plants of note: Yellow Archangel / Golden Saxifrage / British Bluebells / Lesser Celendine / Wild Garlic. 
23/04/16 - Riverfly Monitoring = Cased Caddisfly Larvae: 4 / Olive: 58 / Freshwater Shrimp: 255.
02/05/16 – CD = Sparrowhawk and pair of Mallards.
07/05/16 – Otter Survey = Otter Spraint / Stickleback 50-60 / Pond Skater /  Robin / Blackbird / Great Tit / 
Chiff-Chaff / Wren / Grey Wagtail / Song Thrush / British Bluebells / Wild Garlic / Kingcup (Marsh Marigold).
16/05/16 – AC = Muntjac Deer / Stickleback.
21/05/16 – INNS Survey = Tree Creeper. 
ACTION: None. Rolling item. Compile a list each year for FoBB AGM and start again.

9 Otter Surveys

01/06/16 
SC – updated with findings of Spring Survey, conducted 07/05/2016. Otter Spraint found under the 
footbridge by the Trashscreen / Industrial Estate. Still fairly dark in colour. Probably 2-4 weeks old. It seems
an otter just visits fairly often, rather than lives here. Other wildlife added above to Item 8 'Wildlife 
Spotted' . Next survey 9am Saturday 06/08/16.
CD – suggested fitting the camera-trap to this spot. JT – explained batteries need changing, will get a 
further 12 and test the camera again.
ACTION: None. Rolling item. Update with current survey findings each season.

10 BART Riverfly Monitoring

01/06/16 EC – No Riverfly Monitoring took place in May. Attended BART Riverfly Conference in Calne on 
07/05/2016: included interesting talks from representatives from BART, The EA and UWE, and a chance to 
network with other Riverfly Monitors. EC's Article about this published in FoBB Summer Newsletter.
ACTION: None. Rolling item. Update with current monitoring findings each survey.

11 Invasive Species Surveys - 2016

01/06/16 
SC -  First INNS Survey took place Saturday 21/05/16. As not much growth yet decided to make it just a 
general check, rather than complete a survey. We were also a couple of weeks in advance of the first 
survey last year and want to compare like for like, year on year. Thinking ahead to the first Big Pull on 
12th June we found 3 contenders to concentrate our efforts: Wildflower Meadow / slope behind Plane Tree /
Hayfields slope (from Brocklea & Wicklea).
- The plants are higher, more mature, and closer to flowering, in the latter 2. But we thought the 
Wildflower Meadow would be an ideal spot to start, to help keep this area clear. HB is abundant here as 
brambles previously in the way of being able to pull.
- Also spotted 3 clumps of Japanese Knotweed just down from Hill Lawn. Reported to AIWF.
TC – The DofE group pulled HB at the Wildflower Meadow last week, and they will come on 12/06/16.
ACTION: None. Rolling item. Update with current monitoring findings each survey.
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12 Working Parties

Tasks to be undertaken – Wish List of work that needs to be carried out in SAW, NV. Update and choose 
for Work Parties & Corporate Volunteer Days / wish-list for funding opportunities:

1/ Fill pot holes on Packhorse Bridge. 2/ Re-point the Holy Well. 3/ Paint railings around Holy Well. 4/ 
Himalayan Balsam pulls May-Sept. 5/ Regular litter-picks, looking to go further upstream. 6/  Occasional 
Tree Coppicing. 7/ Create more seating. 8/ Bird Boxes (Tawny Owl box). 9/ Install more Bat Boxes. 10/ Put 
up Signposts. 11/ Install BBQ tin. 12/ Clear silt & weeds from the pond.

04/05/16
JT – WP on 07/05/16 went well. Had new people to help. Was a new area behind Wicklea / Brocklea. Next 
WP is the first HB Pull on 12/06/16. Meeting 10am at Scout Hut, taking trolley to carry tools. Then on 
Sunday 16/07/16 WP will be preparation for Pageant. Walk through from Hill Lawn at 10am, with lunch at 
The Riverside cafe.
SC – The Events Programme also mentions WP on 09/07/16. Might actually keep this date and arrange 
another HB Pull. Will decide and organise nearer the time. 
MC – Mentioned whether we have a Summer Social and skip a meeting in August. BG – Pointed out that 
URC room was already booked for meetings for the year. All – Agreed we could have shorter meeting in 
August, followed by a post-Pageant de-brief in the Kings Arms. 
ACTION: JT to organise work parties / complete Risk Assessments. 

Outstanding Actions to Review & Update

13 Tools – (and further purchases required)

02/06/15 CD – Emailed to mention we have £500 tool budget that needs to be spent in the year.
06/06/15 TC – Has purchased a trolley from Tesco. .
06/07/15 JT – Lack of litter pickers (4 last Work Party). We need to purchase more along with more gloves.
15/09/15 JT & TC undertook stock-take of tools & equipment – SC transferred to saved copy of Inventory.
07/10/15 CD – Another trolley is required as it's difficult to carrying bags. 
04/11/15 CD – got Screwfix litter-pickers. Only a few in stock. Going back to get 10 in total. T
06/01/16 CD & JT – have both bought litter-pickers (JT cheap ones at B&M Bargains). TC – has bought a 
2nd trolley. CD – mentioned it would be useful to have rubber waterproof gloves for when we are working in
the stream. TC – will look into getting arm-length Wessex gloves.
03/02/16 JT – looking to see if room at Scout Hut for a lockable toolbox. MC - looking to get laminator. 
02/03/16 MC – has purchased a laminator / CD – has bought 3 pairs of arm-length gloves (discussion that
we may get more as good price) / JT – has got 10 more litter-pickers and 50 black sacks.

01/06/16 JT – Checked Scout Hut and not enough room for a lockable box, so shelving that plan. MC – 
Bought more gloves and we inherited some from the Lloyds CVD. SC – Suggested getting equipment (i.e. 
a net) to help clear pond & remove rubbish. All – Decided to leave pond tools until later in the year.
ACTION: Review at next meeting any other tools needed.

14 Can Pageant Funding Be Diverted For Surveys & Events

07/10/15 CD - stated that we should get back to Ariaf and see if we can spend some of the money on 
surveys or other plans for the site. TC and/or JT to advise.
04/11/15 CD / JT / TC – confirmed Ariaf agrees funding can be spent on matters such as surveys and 
community activities & events.
ACTION: CD - Keep this item on the minutes until this fund has been spent and reported on.

15 LNR Status

15/04/15 BCC are looking to designate at least 4 new LNRs in 2015, taking to total to 16. Details here: 
http://www.bristolparksforum.org.uk/local-nature-reserves-expressions-of-interest/
MW completed the 'Expression of Interest' form, ahead of deadline, on 9th April. Discussion amongst group
as to best name for the site. Most in agreed that 'St. Anne's Wood & Nightingale Valley LNR' is the best fit.
02/06/15 we have to satisfy one of the criteria for selection, set by the legislation governing Local Nature 
Reserves, which is “There is a site management plan (or one can be produced during 2015)”.
06/07/15 SC – At BPF Becky Belfin (BCC) said previous 4 LNR status winners are waiting back to hear 
about the next stage, causing a delay in announcing the successful sites from our batch of applicants. .
11/10/15 SC – brought up LNR status as AOB at BPF. No one present has any news.
16/10/15 - email update from Rob Acton-Campbell from BPF. He has spoken to Richard Ennion about the 
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new LNRs. He is going to give Rob details to include in a future BPF update but briefly:
1) It is still the plan to designate 4 more sites to bring the total to 16;
2) It has been delayed because they wanted to get the four they have just completed finalised first;
3) There were around 15 sites suggested in the expressions of interest, all these will be considered
03/02/16 JT – attended BPF 30/01/16. New LNRs mentioned, no update, still on BCC agenda for 4 more.
02/03/16 JT – updated that there are currently no plans to offer more LNR status due to budgetary 
constraints. Previous LNRs were through 'Wild Cities' and that funding has finished.
13/04/16 CD – Sent a message to MW to ask if he had received an update on LNR Status – awaiting reply.

01/06/16 CD – Not yet heard back from MW. No further news from BCC.
ACTION: Review next meeting. Monitor until definitely confirmed whether we get LNR status or not.

16 Airport Road Footway Consultation

13/12/15 SC – on mailing list about BCC consultations. Noticed one for 'Airport Road Shared Use 
Footway'. Passed to Steering Group to canvas thoughts. Idea sounds great; concern is if it affects wildlife, 
access to and flood risk of the brook. Received a detailed reply from Ian Mock at BART with suggestions to 
ask for clarification over some areas.
06/01/16 SC – read out footway plans, along with Ian Mock's email. The consultation closed 29/12/15 with
results expected 25/01/2016. All – discussed at meeting, decided to email the Senior Highways Officer.
17/01/16 SC – emailed Nick Pates at BCC asking for clarification on FoBB & BART's concerns, and that we 
are involved in any meetings concerning the proposals and any vegetation clearance.
18/01/16 (see previous minutes for full details) Nick Pates reply: Detailed drawings attached, welcomed 
further feedback, ended “It is likely that we will not be taking the scheme forward in its current guise due 
to the local feedback received and are currently reviewing the next steps and funding opportunities.”
SC replied with info. on pollution noted on our previous visits to Airport Road and provided links to the 
BCC 'Site Allocations' housing plan for Airport Road. Confirmed that FoBB would be far more supportive of 
a shared use footway than the housing plan.
13/02/16 SC emailed Nick Pates with findings of fly-tipping spotted on the 'Walk To The Source'.

01/06/16 SC - no further contact. Consultation results were expected 25/01/16. Website not updated yet. 
ACTION: Review next meeting after consultation results known.

17 Public Liability Insurance (for walks and other activities away from BCC land)

03/02/16 BG – Walk To The Source went well, but concerned how we are covered in case of accidents. 
More barbed wire this year, more difficult to negotiate. BG had created a R.A. & SC covered it off in pre-
walk briefing. BG – we may need to look into getting liability insurance for walks and events we do away 
from BCC land. CD – mentioned Jon Allen from Callington Road LNR as a source for advice. BG – will check 
what BNS do to get covered off BCC land. SC – suggested Bristol Ramblers. JT – will contact Lynn 
Townsend & Nick Ferris for their knowledge on training for walk leaders and any insurance required.
ACTION: BG / CD / SC / JT – to report back with findings next month.
02/03/16 CD – has looked into quotes, got several, and PLI approx £100 for 5 events P.A. BG – not 
contacted BNS yet. SC – contacted Bristol Ramblers then Ramblers UK they replied that Affiliate Members 
get discounted insurance, but £60 to join as Affiliate. Also suggested approaching TCV. JT – no replies to 
his emails yet. Nick off long term. Will try Sian Davies.
13/04/16 JT – cover insurance via Pageant funding, for a whole year license, which would include walks.
04/05/16 BG – Has been in touch with BNS. They put a disclaimer in their monthly publication, and will 
get back to him as to whether they also purchase insurance.

08/05/16 BG – Forwarded an email from Leslie Cox, at BNS, to the Steering Group. They go through 
Zurich for cover off BCC land and provided a link to apply online. “There is a Charities and Communities 
Section. You then talk to the relevant people about your needs which, I would imagine, are pretty similar 
to ours. We are covered by a general Public and Products Liability Policy.” 
01/06/16 CD – Updated that has the details from Leslie Cox and will apply to AXA in time for the Pageant, 
to get full benefit of a years cover. 
ACTION: review next meeting.
 

18 St. Anne's Day Pageant.

03/02/16 JT – fed back that Storyteller & Musicians booked for the day. Had a walk-through of the route to
the Holy Well with Storyteller on 30/01/16. TC – asked if music being organised for after the Pageant. JT – 
explained musicians are Strolling Players and we are not sure on events afterwards. JT – explained 50-200 
people needs 'Park Permit', and 200+ requires an 'Event Licence'.
02/03/16 MC – Pageant Budget submitted. Nothing further to report yet. Sub Comm meetings continue.
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13/04/16 MC – Cascaded update since last meeting: Has created a poster ready and will book another 
Pageant meeting nearer the time. The Kings Arms are keen to be involved - putting on an offer for bacon 
sandwiches and staff plan to dress up too.
04/05/16 MC – Is finishing off a poster, using the original photograph. CB - has arranged for someone to 
produce a print run. MC – Looking to get sponsorship, none secured yet.

01/06/16 
MC – No more Sub-Comm meetings required, as all planning done. The posters are complete and going 
live – asked people to share on social media. Has met with April Richmond and she might be able to help 
with printing. Received our first sponsorship of £25 for the Pageant. 
ACTION: update each month on progress ahead of the Pageant.

19 Corporate Volunteer Days – 2016

02/03/16
12/02/2016 - Request from Lauren Wright (Customer Data Team) at Lloyds Bank about the possibility of 
holding Lloyds 'Make A Difference Days' with FoBB in 2016. Whether we can accommodate circa 120 in 
about 5 groups of 20-25 on different days, and any charges we'd make.
JT replied to confirm and pass on information about facilities etc. Further correspondence, post Lloyds 
Community Team Meeting: they would like to come, looking to arrange a meeting to discuss tasks and 
visit the area. JT – meeting 08/03/16 with Lauren and colleagues to show around the valley and talk about 
possible funding. Potential tasks: repair steps / install BBQ tin  – any others? BG – repair the well. The 
loose stones of the well wall have gone. Could look to a grant for it. MC – the circular stones around the 
well could be raised. All – general discussion to have a Wish List, decide what we want Lloyds to do, ask if 
they can fund, or seek grants.
JT – confident we can handle 5 days for Lloyds, with other FoBB members able to help run the days.
ACTION: review next month after JT meeting with Lloyds / update from BG on well repair costs.

13/04/16
JT – has had a walk through of the valley with Lloyds reps. They are up for gravelling round Well and 
creating benches. We would need to source materials (gravel / wood) and they would reimburse. We could
approach BCC for funding. Lloyds need it to be receipted. Lloyds could possibly fund £10 per person per 
day (£500 possible) with lunch funded separately. - Looking at 9am – 4pm 2nd week of: May 10th & 12th / 
June 14th & 16th / Sept 13th & 15th. CD – we need to book Scout Hut for those days.  Discussion on 
marshalling Working Parties, and need to complete a register for safety matters.

04/05/16
JT – Lloyds offered potential of £500 over the 6 dates. Has arranged Scout Hut hire. 
Week 1: Looking to dig out mud around Well, lift stones, and re-gravel (£45 per ton). Gravel will raise 
level higher than repairs 2 years ago. On day before 1st CVD meeting with BCC - will purchase gravel with 
a tipper truck, to leave alongside Well. AC – Suggested membrane to prevent further flooding. CD – Asked
if BCC could help fund. JT – They may well do after we have shown we are keen to make improvements. 
Week 2: Plan is to repair paths and flight of steps from stones we previously retrieved. Has cement ready.
=
MC – Asked what support required. TC – Hopes to help June & August. AC – Maybe available August. CD – 
Will ask Steve if he is available. MC – Might book holiday or Volunteer Day through work.
CD – We need to confirm how many tons we need to purchase to ensure we're not out of pocket (gravel 
could be up to £200). AC – Will measure up around the Well and do a calculation. MiW – Suggested asking
Lloyds for a minimum amount to ensure we are covered and that money is available from Wellbeing Fund 
(put in speculative bid with figures to follow). JT – Will go back to Lloyds to to confirm budget and go to 
BCC Parks Dept to see if they will match. Lloyds can't donate, they have to pay on receipt.
SC – Income best scenario: 20 people per day @ £10 = £1200 / worst scenario: 6 people per day = £360.
JT – Has enough spades and a crowbar for slabs. Lloyds supplying a qualified First Aider on site.

01/06/16
JT – First week a success. The area around the Well looking great and lots of positive feedback from public.
Now need to plan for next CVDs and require assistance. 2 people needed to supervise each day. Dates 
are: Lloyds 3 = 15/06, Lloyds 4 = 16/06, DEFRA = 24/06, Lloyds 5 = 10/08, Lloyds 6 = 11/08. Thinking of 
putting up a temporary laminated sign to say who carried out the work.
CD – Had idea to present a signed frame as a thank you. AC – Could contain a photo of the group.
ACTION: plan and discuss offline (Steering Group & email) in lead up to Volunteer Days.
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20 2016 Wellbeing Fund application

02/03/16 MC – it appears the deadline expired. 2 dates quoted on website 17/02/16 & 14/03/16. Does the
person applying need to complete the final report. CD – confirmed that should be the case and more text 
needs adding to current one before it is sent in. JT – will approach CB & TC to see what needs to be 
finalised on current report, as we can't apply for further funding until last year has been reported on.
ACTION: JT to find out Wellbeing Fund deadline date for this year and progress on report for last year.
13/04/16 JT – not found out deadline date.

04/05/16
MiW – Wellbeing Fund deadline date 13/05/16 JT – Confirmed previous funding report done and sent in.
ACTION: Review next meeting.

01/06/16
All - Missed deadline date for last Wellbeing Fund. Need to think what we want to apply for next time.
CD – Mentioned signposting, as per Measured Walks. JT – Similar to Eastwood Farm would be good – 
showed pictures to the group . BG – Hawk & Owl Trust do signposts. SC – Explained wooden way signs 
with coloured groove at RSPB Arne.
- Signposts are on Wish-List in Item 12 'Working Parties' above.
ACTION: None. Item can be Closed. Create new Item when next date known.   

21 Hi-Vis Jackets

13/04/16 MC – group is keen to get more Hi-Vis jackets, especially as we now have a new logo to use. 
Shared details to Steering Group of a local company Briz Graphics.
BG - need to get logo as a .jpg for printing.
ACTION: MC to approach Briz Graphics. Review next month.

04/05/16
MC – Updates. Has had preliminary correspondence with Briz Graphics. They are keen to help us as a local
group and offering to donate 12-18 jackets.

01/06/16
MC – Logo design and graphics are all with Briz Graphics, ready to produce the jackets. 
ACTION: MC to update next meeting.

22 State of UK's Parks – Friends / User Groups Survey

04/05/16 JT – Has shared the link already to the Steering Group. This is a survey that everyone can 
complete, it doesn't have to be just one person on behalf of FoBB. Encouraged all to participate.

01/06/16 Item not discussed at meeting. Survey is now closed. Post meeting JT confirmed to Steering 
Group that completed survey as an individual
ACTION: None. Item can be Closed.

23 Litter Picks – Ask The Public?

04/05/16 SC – Raised the idea of asking the public on facebook & mailing list to nominate areas for litter-
picks. We are getting on top of the problem in SAW & NV and could concentrate elsewhere in Brislington.

01/06/16 SC – It was thought to be a good idea to engage different areas, but others felt keep to the 
brook. Lots going on at the moment, (Pageant and HB Pulls), so not much chance to litter pick away from 
SAW & NV.
ACTION: None. Explore idea again later in the year. Item can be Closed.

24 Elvers – Taking Care Of

04/05/16 CD – Is keeping an eye out to see if there is anything we can get involved in.

01/06/16
SC – Had shared a link to Steering Group that had been posted by BART about Shrimp & Eel project: 
http://www.bristolavonriverstrust.org/new-project-shrimp-phase-2-eels-in-the-classroom/
ACTION: CD Is going to contact BART to see if they can provide advice.

http://www.bristolavonriverstrust.org/new-project-shrimp-phase-2-eels-in-the-classroom/


Friends of Brislington Brook: 
Minutes of June 2016 Meeting 

A.O.B. from 01/06/16 Meeting

(any actions arising, transfer the item to the 'Outstanding Actions' section the following month)

1/ FoBB Laptop
TC – Has the FoBB Laptop. SC – Doesn't need it as Secretary. Handing to JT as Chair for safekeeping.

2/ E.A. Vehicle Access to the Boatscreen
TC – Has a family friend who works for the E.A. They have difficulty in getting to the Baotscreen down St. 
Anne's Terrace and are looking creating a new lane down over the old Hayfields from Wicklea, and 
prepared to spend money.
All – The group felt that any funding would be better spent improving the access through St. Anne's 
Terrace, and it would be a shame to spoil part of NV with another road.

3/ April Richmond – Community Engagement
MC – Recently met with April Richmond. She will be hosting an open session to engage with the 
community, and is offering FoBB to join her and have a stand. Preliminary arrangements at the moment. 
No date confirmed yet.

Next FoBB meeting: 

06/07/16 – 7.00pm – 9.00pm, URC, Wick Road.
03/08/16 – 7.00pm (pencilled in as shorter meeting followed by post-Pageant de-brief at Kings Arms)

Chairperson:  Julian Thomas.
Minutes:        Simon Cawley.


